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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to announce the opening of Joan 
Snitzerʼs exhibition entitled Compositions. The show will 
feature paintings from the past two years.

Joan Snitzerʼs projects combine renditions of traditional 
early 20th century abstract forms with images observed 
during current daily activities in and outside of the home. 
Through a series of painted panels, Snitzer unites patterns 
of pure white opaque rectangles and colorful translucent 
imagery. The images, both mundane and profound, 
originate from the iconography of current print and 
Internet media: common living spaces, o�ice waiting 
rooms, and digital sites. Employing a grid in a seemingly 
rational way, Snitzerʼs imagery ironically highlights the 
discordant content we are challenged to process every 
day. The works’ compositional ordering explores 
moments when social, or cultural experience becomes 
aligned (or misaligned) with personal experience. The social relationships and intimacy implied in private spaces animates each 
moment. 

Snitzerʼs work conveys a sense of the personal as well as the universality created by the acceleration of visual representations in 
our every day lives. Her works comment on the competition between desires and priorities when much of the visual information is 
influenced by chance associations in timing, location, and attention.

Snitzer’s artwork embodies the traditionally feminine instinct to organize, design, and care for spaces. Her work speaks of these 
impulses through the construction of a personal geometric syntax merged with found visual representations. The works’ 
interchangeable spaces and places position large amounts of information into absorbable units. By observing this compositional 
merger one contemplates how elements of abstraction and the production of images structure the way we experience the world.

Joan Snitzerʼs paintings, drawings and installations have been exhibited in the United States and internationally. The artist works 
and lives in New York City. This is her fi�h solo exhibition at the A.I.R. Gallery. She is the Director of Visual Art at Barnard College.


